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Promoting a Christian Agenda for the End Times

Oritsejafor identifies Truth and Unity as
main ingredients to combat Boko Haram

The Convergence Continues
In vol 17 qtr1, we published part of Jan Markell’s
article, titled the Convergence, where she defined
convergence as “ a coming together of many things,..
a coming together of last days' signs the Bible told us
to watch for.” A number of these signs were
highlighted in that article.
In this present article, we emphasise as we
have done on a few occasions before, the point that
the two opposing teams involved in the end-time
conflict: the Kingdom of God and that of the devil,
are both agreed on the timeline and key events that
will characterize the end times. The two key events
are the emergence of a global leader to merge all
spiritual/faith matters into one, followed by the
emergence of another global leader to merge all
political entities into one. Our position is that,
progress along these two key areas of converging
opinions by two opposing parties, can be taken (with
a little caution here and there) as indicative of how
late the hour is.  continued on page 2

The indefatigable president of the Christian
Association of Nigeria (CAN), Pastor Ayo
Oritsejafor was one of the key speakers at the
landmark joint meeting of the Northern Christian
Elders Forum (NCEF) and over 30 Christian
traditional rulers from Northern Nigeria. At the
meeting, which held at Abuja on Tuesday December
9, Pastor Oritsejafor declared that Boko Haram
insurgency is essentially all about suppressing the
truth, especially about the real strength of
Christianity in Northern Nigeria.
According to Pastor Ayo: “The present war we
are fighting is a war against the truth. We hate and
fear the truth. It is so unfortunate, Nigeria is not free
because we are running away from the truth. Truth
can be bitter, but when you swallow it, it becomes
sweet. No nation can grow without embracing the
truth.….We run away from the truth and expect our
problems to just vanish. Truth has a way of creating a
level-playing field for everybody. We must build a
nation on truth. What is happening here is a bold
step towards embracing the truth”
Specifically relating the issues to religion, he added:
“Let me say that when I was growing up, we
were deceived to believe that everybody from
northern Nigeria was a Muslim. We were deceived
in a sense to think and believe that everybody in
northern Nigeria was Hausa/Fulani pg 2

The Great Shepherd: Holy Ghost Congress
Marks 17th Edition
To the glory of God, shame of the devil, and utter
consternation of many “experts” and observers, the
seventeenth straight edition of the Holy Ghost
Congress held as scheduled at the Redemption Camp,
Nigeria between Monday 8th – Saturday 13th
December.
An extra-ordinary event with millions in
attendance as usual, it was truly a time of refreshing
from the presence of the Lord Himself. And
gradually it is indeed transforming into a veritable
global event, with representations from all continents.
The RCCG has presence in over 180 countries, and in
several of them, her influence is quite considerable.
Several men and women of God in those countries
are often curious to come find out more about the
Church and her ”oversize” vision; and to identify
with and benefit in what the Lord is obviously doing
on the planet these end times through the Church.
This year’s Holy Ghost Congress witnessed
key Church/political leaders from several countries
including Bangladesh, Cote D’Ivoire, Egypt, Ghana,
Great Britain, the Netherlands, United States, and
Zambia,
The Nigerian representation also was solid as
usual: the “indefatigable” president of the 

Latest Report: Over 200 Babies Are Aborted
for Every 1,000 Live Births in America
A new report released by the US Centers for
Disease Control’s (CDC) Division of Reproductive
Health shows that over 200 babies are aborted for
every 1,000 live births in America.
The report, released on Friday Nov 28 2014,
analyzed information provided by nearly all 50 states
for the year 2011. The information is broken down
into various categories, such as age, gestational age,
method and race.  continued on pg 4
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Christian Association of Nigeria, Pastor Ayo
Oritsejafor, Bishop Mike Okonkwo
of The
Redeemed Evangelical Mission, Baba Abiara, the
General Evangelist of the Christ Apostolic Church
were regulars who came around with words of
wisdom and power from on high.
Apart from the main plenary preachings
(eighteen in all) and extensive intensive prayer
sessions, there were also the special talks and
discussions in the afternoons. Topics ranged from
the downright spiritual, such as “How to move
mountains” or “The light of the world” (handled by
the Bishops), to somewhat lighter issues such as
personal hygiene, or the nitty-gritty of profitoriented fish farming (handled by seasoned practicing
professionals). With speakers drawn from across the
globe, the quality of the teachings in all events could
not be anything other than first class.
Even though amazing testimonies have
become regular menu at Holy Ghost Congresses,
some of the testimonies shared at this year’s edition
were simply incredible. Not only in terms of what
actually happened, but the audacity and faith
demonstrated in their procurement. For instance,
while cases of the dead being restored to life (either
of babies in the womb or of adults in the hospital) are
no longer novel, telling (over the phone) medical
personnel who have just pronounced a patient dead
that they must be wrong – and they turning out to be
wrong, twice, smacks of extraordinary Holy Ghostpowered audacity! And was that refreshing!
With the previous announcements that there
would strictly be no room for politicians to come talk
politics, coupled with the nearness of the congresses
of the two major political parties, presence of
political leadership was minimal – most of them
being represented by spouses. A little point that
might as well end up with tremendous reverberating
impact on the coming national elections February
next year, was the re-iteration by Pastor Adeboye that
all must go get their Permanent Voter’s Cards.
Showing his own PVC, Pastor Adeboye charged the
audience: Even “if you have to spend the whole day
at your Local Government Area headquarter, do that.
Tell them you are not going until they give you your
card.” The extra-caution with which political parties
are now treating the selection of their candidates,
especially those who once boasted that Nigerians are
unmindful of religious affiliation of candidates, even
if they featured all-moslem candidates, might not be
unconnected with the seriousness they could see in
Christians’ preparation for the voting exercise!
Bishop David Oyedepo was unable to make
any appearance at this year’s Congress, as Shillo (in
its 16th edition) held simultaneously this year with
the Congress. Shillo with its own peculiar extra-

ordinary spiritual flavor is a grand event on its own
right. Dr Tayo Babalobi of Lampstandletters gave a
refreshing account of one of the talks at Shillo, which
we have re- posted on our blog here. Any country
could be proud to host either of these two glorious
events. That Nigeria could be hosting BOTH, even
simultaneously, is a strong statement that God reigns
in Nigeria and the Islam-inspired insurgents and their
sponsors are merely hitting their heads on brazen
walls. At the Holy Ghost Congress, in addition to
concerted prayers against the insurgents, a special
Relief Fund for displaced Christians in Northern
Nigeria was inaugurated under the platform of the
Christian Association of Nigeria.
Apart from several thousands of people who
responded to the Altar calls to give their lives to the
Lord Jesus, fifty-three babies were born at the
Redemption Camp during the Congress. As Pastor
Adeboye would say, “Let somebody shout
Hallelujah!”
Oritsejafor on Truth and Boko Haram (from p1)
It was one Musa who lectured me and brought me
out of my ignorance. So many people in the South
are also ignorant like me. You may not know that
most Nigerians do not know Christian traditional
rulers from the North exist in this country.”
He thereafter urged the body “to reach out to
those across the Niger so that a true national dialogue
can begin.”
Responding, the chairman of the NCEF,
Olaiya Phillips described the situation they face in
northern Nigeria:
“As we meet, an inferno is engulfing our
nation.
Everyday, reports reach us from our
members of new attacks by Boko Haram and their
followers. Each week, a new town or village appears
to be briefly occupied, pillaged and then deserted
before the insurgents can be apprehended. Innocent
civilians are murdered, families are torn apart and
communities are expelled. Businesses, farms and
churches are razed. Like a wild bushfire, Boko
Haram has spread from town to town as they try to
establish their vision of an Islamic caliphate”
(Source: Punch Dec 10, 2014, pg 7)
The Convergence continues (from page 1)
On the issue of spirituality and faith, as we
pointed out before in a review article in 2006,
virtually every spiritual expression around is
confidently announcing that some world-ruling figure
is about to emerge from their particular platform to
close the ages. New agers boast of their coming
Grand Master/Avatar/etc while faithful Shiites (as in
Iran) frantically prepare the grounds for their Mahdi.
(Even ISIS seems to be buoyed in their unimaginable
atrocities with the expectation that they are setting
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the stage for the prophesied battle of Dabiq, which
explains why they have set up their headquarters in
that city and are eagerly awaiting the prophesied
invasion
by
Western
forces!)
Similarly,
contemplative Catholics continue to be burdened
with the famous prophecy of one of their own, St
Malachy, that the current Pope would be the last.
Even UFO enthusiasts are convinced that their little
green friends are now finally set to reveal themselves
to the world. The list goes on and on (see our article:
Of the coming Saviours, Messiahs, Avatars and
Divine Teachers). Bible-believing Christians are of
course expecting the appearing of the Lord Jesus
Christ, first exclusively for them, at the Rapture.
Therefore, even though the details may come with
different colourings and interpretations, nevertheless
the reality on ground is that, for that fraction of
mankind who still have time to think and reflect on
the spiritual situation around them, the one clear
conclusion is that the climax of all things is at hand!
As for the political sphere, Rev 17:17 gives a
short but vivid description of the convergence of
opinions to expect at the time of the end:
“For God hath put in their hearts to fulfil his will,
and to agree, and give their kingdom unto the
beast, until the words of God shall be fulfilled.”.
This indicates that without their realizing
that the move was coming from God in pursuance of
His own agenda, leaders of the nations will agree to
surrender the sovereignties of their respective nations
to one global political ruler - the antichrist.
According to Rev 13:11ff one of the principal
facilitators of this move will be the spiritual leader
(better known as the false prophet) who would have
come to global prominence a little while earlier. He
will do this via strings of awesome signs, miracles
and wonders that is guaranteed to dazzle anyone who
is not well acquainted with the Lord Jesus Christ.
We expect that the merger of political
kingdoms described in Rev 17 will be the final step
in several other preceding mergers across political,
economical, and social lines, all driven by
irrepressible anti-christian globalist visions. And
indeed our world today is nearly overwhelmed with
such continuous mergers and re-alignment of forces
and interests (see our 1998 article on mega-mergers,
vol 1 no 5). Players at the apex of these merger plans
are clear about their goal to usher in one world
government and religion. Recent examples of such
moves in the United States are cited in the article
http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/insidethe-vast-liberal-conspiracy-to-reshape-the-globe. A
similar secretive group of “progressive journalists”
comprising of 1,000 journalists from various media
houses in the US under the name “Gamechanger
Salon” is described in another article (1,000-

member secretive progressive journalist group
uncovered). The ultimate gang-up/political realignment will be that by the nations of the world
against Israel, especially on the issue of who should
control Jerusalem. Clearly such a move is already
taking shape today. (see
http://themostimportantnews.com/archives/status-quo-notviable-option-in-jerusalem-un-political-chief-tells-securitycouncil)

So we have a clear convergence of
predictions of what would follow on planet earth
shortly heareafter, both from Biblical (godly) and
anti-Biblical (satanic) sources.
However, there is yet another important
third group of prophecy source – apart from the Bible
and the anti-Bible sources. This is modern-day
Judaism. Prophecies from Judaism are a bit more
difficult to place as either “godly” or “ungodly”.
Usually they are pronounced in the name of the God
of Israel, yet they generally hold the wrong notion
that the Messiah is yet to come. Perhaps they are
better classified as “veiled godly prophecies”
meaning they are from God, but still as veiled to its
recipients as was the case with Daniel (Dan. 12:8-9).
Prophecies from this third group are also
screaming the same message as the others: that the
end of the current world order is at hand. For
instance earlier in the year, at the death of Ariel
Sharon, we pointed out the prophecy of Rabbi
Yitzhak Kaduri. Before his death on January 29
2006, Rabbi Kaduri reportedly left a note in which he
stated that he met the Messiah and that his name is
Jesus Christ. Kaduri categorically stated that this
Messiah Jesus Christ “ will come shortly after the
death of Ariel Sharon.”
(www.alamongordo.com/prophetic-predictions-rabbiyitzhak-kaduri/).
The prophecy of Rabbi Judah ben Samuel
about the end-time is also compelling and currently
generating considerable interests. The prophecy
purportedly detailed events that would happen in the
land of Israel in 50-year (Jubilee) cycles, beginning
from the death of the Rabbi who gave the prophecy.
According to Rabbi Judah ben Samuel:
“When the Ottomans conquer Jerusalem
they will
rule over Jerusalem for eight
jubilees. Afterwards, Jerusalem will become
no-man’s land for one jubilee, and then in
the ninth jubilee it will once again come
back into the possession of the Jewish
nation - which would signify the beginning
of the Messianic end time.”
(see
www.escapeallthesethings.com/judah-bensamuel-prophecy.htm)
Taking the word “Jubilee” roughly as a
shorthand for 50 years (based on Leviticus 25:10-11),
3

then the prophecy as stated would be indicating that
the Ottoman Turks will rule over Jerusalem for 400
years (eight jubilees); after which Jerusalem will
become no-man’s land for 50 years (one jubilee), and
finally at the expiry of the ninth jubilee, it will once
again come back into the possession of the Jewish
nation, which event would signify “the beginning of
the Messianic end time.”
The great excitement this prophecy has
generated is based not only on the clear Biblical
basis/patterns for the delineation of the history of the
important city of Jerusalem as described; to date, the
prophecy has been fulfilled literally to the letter. The
Turks conquered Jerusalem in 1517, 300 years (6
jubilees) from the death of ben Samuel which
occurred in 1217. They ruled Jerusalem for precisely
400 years – 8 Jubilees from 1517- December 17,
1917 when the British defeated them and established
a League of Nations-sanctioned Mandate for the Holy
land. This made Jerusalem technically a no-man’s
land under international law, and this persisted
precisely one Jubilee - till June 17, 1967 when Israel
regained control of the Temple Mount precisely 6
months to the end of the ninth Jubilee. This would be
the first time the Jews will again be in control of
Jerusalem since 70 AD (nearly 2,000 years!) and it
happened “in the ninth Jubilee”. According to the
prophecy of ben Samuel therefore, the Messianic end
time actually had started in 1967. Now, looking at the
Jubilee rythmn, some feel that the end of another
Jubilee (year 2017) is a right time for the Messiah to
appear, - else we might have to wait an unlikely one
or more Jubilee(s)!

agreed on the point that the status of Jerusalem is due
for a review. A seven hundred and ninety-seven years
old prophecy suggesting a 2017 date for statuschange in Jerusalem is therefore not in any way
unreasonable.
At the least, the clear convergence of
opinions and claims should be instructive!
From the Church’s perspective in particular,
given that no one knows exactly how much time lag
there would be between the Rapture and the
manifestation of the anti-christ (whose manifestation
is being hindered, and would so continue to be
hindered, till the church is taken out of the way via
the rapture – 2 Thess, 2:3-10); all this means we need
to be looking up indeed for our redemption must be
very close (Luke 21;28)!
In conclusion, looking at the unfolding
socio-political landscape of our world, our reasoning
at CA! is that it is either Rapture soon or the Lord
would need to send a mighty revival in order to
restrain things a little more – or else there would be
no Bride left for the Heavenly wedding! In the
Lord’s own words: “When the son of man cometh,
will he find faith on earth?” (Luke 18:8)
While the answer might be something in
between those two options, individuals who call
themselves Christians will do well to take more
seriously Scriptures such as Rev 22:11:
He that is unjust, let him be unjust still: and
he which is filthy, let him be filthy still: and
he that is righteous, let him be righteous still:
and he that is holy, let him be holy still
The Lord might as well have made up His mind to
wrap up things on this planet very soon (Rev 22:12)!
More than ever before, it is time the Church arose
and be up and doing for the Kingdom.
America’s Frightening Abortion data (from p 1)
In 2011, the CDC found, 730,322 mothers
obtained an abortion. A report released by Planned
Parenthood last year outlined that 333,964 of those
abortions were performed by the abortion giant.
The city with the highest number of
abortions was New York city with 76,251 reported
abortions in 2011. Of these, 35,188 (46.1%) were
black babies even though the population of blacks in
the city was only 25.5%.
Ironically, while there is so much fuss about
black teens being disproportionately shot dead by law
enforcement officers in the US, few seem bothered
about the thousands of black babies who were not
given opportunity of seeing the light of the day –
based on existing policies in place in “God’s own
country”.
As reported by ChristianNews.net, “While
the majority of abortions were obtained under eight

Apart from some key issues which make it
necessary to take the prophecy with caution, as
pointed
out
by
Tim
McHyde
(http://www.escapeallthesethings.com/judah-bensamuel-prophecy.htm), it should be noted that all the
prophecy, as translated, is saying is that the ninth
jubilee (1967 – 2017) would signify the” beginning
of the Messianic end time.” This certainly does not
give room for any precise date-setting on when the
Messiah (or even the preceding false Prophet and the
anti-Christ) would actually come. But it does clearly
suggest that the season is around. The whole world
(thankfully that does not include Nigeria) seem
4

weeks gestation, over 7,000 babies lost their lives
over the 21 week mark just in 2011 alone. The CDC
found that for 71% of abortions under thirteen weeks
(the first trimester), the baby’s life was ended via
suction curettage, a procedure where a suction device
is used to rip the unborn child from the uterus, the
contents of which are customarily sucked into a jar.
The abortionist then scrapes the walls of the uterus to
ensure that none of the baby’s body parts, which are
often ripped off during the procedure, remain inside
the mother.”

Unfortunately, there was a different outcome
for a hapless man in the middle east also as reported
by Gatestone. The man succumbed to the harassment
of the Islamic State [IS] militants and renounced the
Christian faith. Nevertheless the demon-infested
jihadists still went ahead to cut off his head – right on
camera. (Graphic video can be viewed here).
More well reported all around the world was
the pathetic story of South African pastor, Werner
Groenewald and his two children who were murdered
by the Talibans in Afghanistan. The Islam-inspired
killers described Werner's operation as a “secret
Christian outpost.” A colleague recalled Werner's
last statement at a meeting: ‘We only die once, so it
might as well be for Jesus.’”
These incidents remind of the story of Rev
George Orji in Maiduguri in the early days of Boko
Haram insurgency in Nigeria. As he chose the blade
of the Islamic scythe rather than renounce his faith,
he whispered to a colleague: “Tell my people that I
died well”
ISIS, Boko Haram, Taliban, Al Shabab,etc Satan
certainly is not about running short of killer-robots.
All these should serve as reminder to the rest of us in
more comfortable climes that countless of our
brothers and sisters elsewhere are constantly paying
the supreme price for their faith somewhere. Most
likely even right now.
Might each of us ask ourselves, "How have I
served the Lord today?"

Satan on end-time wild rampage: a few recent
examples
Christiannews reports on a recent video briefing
by Andrew White, chaplain of St. George’s Anglican
Church in Baghdad. In it, Canon White recounted
the story of four Iraqi children who were accosted by
ISIS killers. They were offered "freedom" if only
they would agree to convert to Islam - by repeating
after the soldiers some words of allegiance to
Mohammad.
The children, all under 15 years of age, however
refused bluntly. Rather, they declared: We love
Jesus. We have always loved Jesus. We have always
followed Jesus. Jesus has always been with us.'”
Canon White continues the account:
"The Muslims then again demanded the children to
say that they will follow Mohammad.
“They said, ‘Say the words!’ [The children] said,
‘No, we can’t.”
The men then decapitated the children.
“They chopped all their heads off,” White said,
visibly
moved
and
holding
back
tears.
See the video of White's account here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_emb
edded&v=fiB7nEwYJNg
A similar incident played out in northern
Nigeria as reported by Gatestone Institute For
refusing to denounce Christ and become a Moslem,
Boko Haram militants tied John Yakuba to a tree and
started hacking his hands with a knife.
"Can you become a Muslim now?" the militants
asked.
"You can kill my body, but not my soul," Yakuba
cried out.
The men continued to cut his feet and back with a
machete and knife to torture him.
"We will show you," they said.
Yakuba's head was slashed, and an axe was driven
into his knee, reaching the bone.
He lost consciousness and was left tied to the tree
for three days before someone found him, after which
he was taken to the hospital in a coma. Miraculously,
he survived it all!
Read more details at

End-Time
Arcane

Technology:

Regularizing

the

In vol 8 No 4, we discussed New Agers’
description of their mission as “externalizing the
Hierarchy” . They believe that a group of invisible
entities known as the “Hierarchy” has been in charge
of affairs on planet earth for eons, and that those
folks have now determined that the time is ripe for
them to manifest themselves as direct players in the
field of government, business, education and other
spheres of human existence on the planet.. The
climax of such “externalization”, according to ardent
new agers, will be the coming of a messianic Mr
Fix-it-all guy , adoringly called the “Coming One”
Of course Christians understand that this socalled “Hierarchy” is nothing but a cheap conclave
of demons who are getting more desperate to partake
in activities on this planet as they discern the
imminent coming of their ultimate nightmare - the
Lord Jesus Christ! (Rev 12:12). And the “Coming
One” new agers are frantically preparing the ground
for is none else but the antichrist, the man of sin.
Adopting similar terminology, we may
describe current developments in the area of science
and technology as attempts to “regularize the

www.gatestoneinstitute.org/4927/raping-beheading-faithful
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arcane.”
Strenuous efforts are being made to
translate to regular everyday technology, what used
to pass for arcane or occult knowledge not too long
ago. This not only makes such knowledge more
easily available and deployable, it also makes it more
acceptable in many cases.
For example, concepts such as thought
control. hypnosis, teleportation and telekinesis,
zombiesm, etc have been around for probably as long
as man has been on this planet. All these are well
established in both the Bible and occult sources; and
they are recognized as “spiritual exercises” (though
most are really operations in the realm of the human
soul, rather than the spirit). Now as mankind
approaches the climax of the soulish pathway it chose
when Adam and Eve bit into the forbidden fruit of
the tree of knowledge, it would seem no one needs to
be “spiritual” anymore before accessing these
previously esoteric dimensions. With the right apps,
the arcane is now becoming available in a regular,
scientific manner. As we have written before, the bioimplantable microchip seems to be the key product
providing this link between the arcane and regular
technology.
[Please read the rest of this article online at
http://churcharise.blogspot.com/2014/12/end-timetechnology-regularizing-arcane.html]

Court Orders School District to Pay $75,000
for Denying Boy Use of Girls’ Restroom
In the United States, a superior court has ordered a
school district to pay $75,000 to the attorneys of a
male student who identifies as a female after it was
declared that officials discriminated against him by
denying the use of the girls’ restroom. After
claiming he felt more like a girl than a boy, with a
legal change in name, Wyatt Maines was allowed by
the school authorities to be using the girls’ restrooms.
But the other students were not comfortable with this,
and Wyatt was later asked to be using a unisex staff
bathroom instead of the main girls’ restroom.
However, Wyatt’s parents claimed that this
policy constituted unfair discrimination against their
child and headed for the courts. The legal case which
started in 2008 was finally decided this year – in
favour of the Maines. On December 4, the Penobscot
County Superior Court
issued a final order
prohibiting the school district “from refusing access
by transgender students to school restrooms that are
consistent with their gender identity.” It also required
the school district to pay the hefty $75,000 fine.
(http://christiannews.net/2014/12/04/court-ordersschool-district-to-pay-75000-for-denying-boy-use-ofgirls-restroom/)
In a similar case at Portland, in the United
States, Chris Penner, owner of the Twilight Room
Annex bar in Portland, was fined $400,000 under the
Oregon Equality Act for excluding transsexual men
from his bar. The men, calling themselves” the Tgirls” and dressed as women, had insisted on using
the women’s restroom. However female customers
were not comfortable with sharing the restroom with
the transsexuals, compelling the shop keeper to
exclude them.
These two stories clearly show that the rights of
the minority homosexuals far outweigh those of the
majority normals. We had reported previously that at
Havard University, three genders are now officially
recognized: male, female, and transgender. On the
other hand, the nation of Sweden is pushing to
eradicate reference to gender at all, in what is termed
“gender neutrality.”
For some listing of the horrors Christian
individuals and organizations are currently passing
through in America, with many businesses choosing
to close down rather than acquiescence with
homosexuality,
see
our
Blog
at
http://churcharise.blogspot.com/2014/12/gayadvocates-on-rampage-in-us-from.html It was culled
from a lengthier article at WorldNetDaily.

Gay Agenda pushes ahead still
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon has announced
that the organization will now be recognizing gay
marriages of all its staffers. Previously, the United
Nations only recognized the unions of staffers who
came from countries where gay marriage is legal.
http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2014/07/
07/united-nations-gay-marriage/12312917/
In another development, the JFMorgan
Chase Bank, the largest bank in the United States,
(and a major sponsor of gay activities) is now said to
require its employees to state whether or not they
practice or are allies of those who practice the
homosexual lifestyle. In short, they must declare their
take on homosexuality!
(http://christiannews.net/2014/07/07/chillingimplications-largest-u-s-bank-asks-workers-if-theysupport-homosexuality/) Contrast this with the ruling
of a court that it is illegal for a restaurant to decide
to(discreetly) give discount for customers who were
noticed to pray over their food before eating. The
practice was deemed illegal and discriminatory
against those who decide NOT to pray – even though
this policy was not advertised, but the North Carolina
Christian business owner just felt like giving some
discount
to
his
brethren
in
the
faith

Rom 8:18 For I reckon that the sufferings of
this present time are not worthy to be compared
with the glory which shall be revealed in us.

(www.christiantoday.com/article/restaurant.ends.discount.p
raying.customers.after.atheist.protests/39443.htm)
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with five injections has been used was in Mexico in
1993 and Nicaragua and the Philippines in 1994…It
didn’t cause miscarriages till three years later,”
Moreover, not only is the hCG vaccine not 100%
effective, in the Kenyan case, the doses are not yet
completed.
According to scientific journals,
completing the dose is particularly necessary for the
effectiveness of the hcg vaccine (which is why Bill
Gates and co are suggesting using an implanted
microchip to dispense it as at when required – see

In Kenya, Al-Shabab gunmen slay 28 bus
passengers who could not recite Islamic creed
On Saturday November 22, Islamic insurgents
affiliated with Al Shabab stopped a bus along the
highway about 50 kilometres outside the town of
Mandera, near the Somali border in northeastern
Kenya, All 29 passengers (out of total 60) who could
not or would not recite an Islamic creed affirming
that Mohammed was the prophet of God….. were
lined up and shot dead in cold blood, right on the
road. Incredibly, one man, Douglas Ochwodho lived
to tell the story. According to news report, “ One
gunman shot from the right, one from the left, each
killing the non-Muslims lying in a line on the ground,
growing closer and closer to Douglas Ochwodho,
who was in the middle. And then the shooting
stopped. Apparently each gunman thought the other
shot Ochwodho. He lay perfectly still until the 20
Islamic extremists left…”,
Kenyan police chief David Kimaiyo
confirmed that nineteen men and nine women were
killed in the bus attack.

http://www.cnet.com/news/remote-controlled-chipimplant-could-be-the-future-of-contraceptives/).

While the Kenyan government has set up an
official inquiry into the matter, the Catholic bishops
have advised women to stop receiving the vaccines!
This is a tough decision for a body that has
traditionally been pro-vaccine, and a shame that
organs of the UN will corrupt a life-saving device as
the tetanus vaccine for some satanic agenda.
Brian Clowes of Human Life International
in Virginia told LifeSite News that WHO was not
involved in the Nicaragua, Mexican and Philippines
campaigns. “They try to maintain a spotless record.
They let organizations like United Nations
Population Fund and USAID do the dirty work.”
In the previous cases, said Clowes, the
vaccinators insisted their product was pure until it
was shown not to be. Then they claimed the positive
tests for HCG were isolated, accidental
contaminations in the manufacturing process.
Dr Ngare buttressed the matter further in his
write-up:
“When challenged in South America in the early
1990’s about the tetanus vaccine used in their
camping being laced with HCG, WHO brushed off
the claims as unfounded and asked for proof…. It
was only after antibodies against HCG were
demonstrated in the women who were immunized
with the laced tetanus vaccine that the matter was
sealed. The immunized women have suffered
multiple abortions and some have remained sterile.
Do we have to wait until this point before action is
taken?”
For similar stories published in Church Arise! see
(Vol 6 No 4 or simply Book III of our Trilogy,
Behold I come quickly. Agents of stealth mass
sterilization are diverse, ranging from surgical
procedures (as in Brazil, -Vol 16 No 4) to the use of
vaccines - as Bill Gates himself inadvertently
announced a few years ago (vol 13 no 2). The
ultimate of course will be via the implanted
microchip, as has been actively advocated in recent
times.

www.nationalpost.com/Kenya+Shabab+gunmen+slay+pass
engers+could+recite+Islamic+creed/10406191/story.html

Kenya:Tetanus Vaccine laced with hCG (from p8)
“Trace” is all that is needed for the hCG
vaccine to sterilize a woman. According to a report
in a scientific journal: “Women of proven fertility
leading active sexual life were protected from
becoming pregnant at antibody titres greater or equal
to 50 nanogram of hCG bioneutralization capacity
per ml. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/7683889 .
One nanogram is a billionth part of 1 gram!
In a bulletin released on November 4, Dr.
Ngare, spokesman for the Kenya Catholic Doctors
Association, stated: “This proved right our worst
fears; that this WHO campaign is not about
eradicating neonatal tetanus but a well-coordinated
forceful population control mass sterilization exercise
using a proven fertility regulating vaccine. This
evidence was presented to the Ministry of Health
before the third round of immunization but was
ignored.”
But the government insists the vaccine is safe.
Health Minister James Macharia even told the BBC,
“I would recommend my own daughter and wife to
take it because I entirely 100% agree with it and have
confidence it has no adverse health effects.” The big
question, of course, is what exactly does the minister
mean by “safe” and “adverse health effects” in this
peculiar context!
Newspaper stories also report women
getting pregnant after being vaccinated.
But Dr Ngare considered all these as pure
humbug: “We knew that the last time this vaccination

More: http://www.globalresearch.ca/is-the-un-using-vaccines-tosecretly-sterilize-women-all-over-the-globe/5413599
http://www.naturalnews.com/047571_vaccines_sterilization_genoc
ide.html
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TOPICAL ISSUE:

UNICEF, WHO,
Implicated In Mass Sterilization Exercise In
Kenya, Using Mass Vaccination As Cover

EXHORTATION: Countdown to the

The UN is at it again. Just as has had happened in
Nicaragua, Mexico and Philippines, a mass
vaccination program covered by the UN is caught in
the imbroglio of accusations of having population
control goals. The latest station is Kenya where
vaccines being administered to millions of women of
reproductive age have been discovered to have been
laced with an anti-fertility vaccine. The anti-fertility
vaccine involved, the human chorionic gonadotropin
(hCG). was recently developed by the WHO as
contraceptives for those seeking family planning.
Kenyan Catholic doctors had many reasons to
smell rat in the new WHO neonatal tetanus mass
vaccination program. First the newly introduced
regime required an unprecedented five shots, over
more than two years. While this regime is totally
unrelevant for an anti-tetanus vaccination, it is
exactly what is required for the hcg vaccine to be
effective. The human chorio vaccine has been
recently developed to sterilize women who desire
“family-planning” contraceptives. The HCG mimics
a natural hormone produced by pregnant women and
causes them to develop antibodies against it. When
they women do get pregnant, and produce their own
version of HCG, it triggers the production of
antibodies that cause spontaneous abortion of the
fetus.
Furthermore, the doctors wondered why an
anti-tetanus vaccination programme should be
directed only at women of childbearing age? And
why the programme was being “conducted without
the usual fanfare of government publicity” but with
extra-ordinary security? According to one of the
concerned doctors, . “They usually bring all the
stakeholders together three months before the
campaign,…And they use staff in all the centres to
give out the vaccine.” But with this anti-tetanus
campaign, “only a few operatives from the
government are allowed to give it out. They come
with a police escort. They take it away with them
when they are finished. Why not leave it with the
local medical staff to administer?”
Based on these observations, the catholic
church requested the government to join them verify
the actual content of the vaccines. Curiously, the
government responded with much hostility and did
not agree with the suggestion. Undeterred, the
catholics as they later reported, “at great stress”
eventually managed to get samples of the vaccines,
which they sent to standard laboratories in Nairobi
and South Africa for analyses. Lo and behold, traces
of hcg were found in all the samples.  page 7

“On your marks.., set.., go! This is the ‘go time’”.
Sis Doris Bura (from Maiduguri, Nigeria) heard the
voice from the Lord during her prayer time in the
night; and she had the understanding that the “go
time” is indicative of the Rapture of the Church. A
long-time supporter of CA!, Sis Doris called in to
share this message with us, and the Body of Christ,
on Saturday 13th December.. She also requested for
prayers for her home village which was overran by
the Boko Haram insurgents around that time.
The corollary to a message such as this, of
course - from Rev 12:12, is that we all should brace
up for the devil’s worst antics, wraths, and
persecutions. We can however be encouraged by the
same encouragement Pastor Adeboye of the RCCG
claimed he received when he heard someone
summarize the entire Book of Revelations in the
words, “At last, we win”. No matter what the Devil
tries, our victory is guaranteed, and the
consummation of all things is at hand. Rather than
panic or continue whimpering, the Bible encourages
us to rejoice that we are part of the anchor for the last
lap on the Kingdom’s relay team . (Mat 13:16-17).
Shalom.

closure of the age: On Your Marks,
Set,…Go!

Rom 13: 11 And that, knowing the time, that now it
is high time to awake out of sleep: for now is our
salvation nearer than when we believed.
12 The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us
therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us
put on the armour of light.
13 Let us walk honestly, as in the day; not in rioting
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness,
not in strife and envying.
14 But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not
provision for the flesh, to fulfil the lusts thereof.
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